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Quidos ECO Calculation Software for Green Deal 

Installers  

Overview 

Our ECO reporting software is fully approved and this enables Energy Assessors to create ECO reports and 

calculations.  

Benefits for Installers 
 

- User friendly You can import an ECP from any scheme and also members are able to download 

XML, CSV, PDR and site note versions of an ECO report in iQ Energy, meaning your reports will suit 

providers.  

 

- Accurate Reporting You will get accurate carbon scoring from an approved RdSAP engine, 

meaning your report is acceptable for ECO purposes. 

 

- Easy Reference The PDR report will have a unique reference number for easy tracking & reference. 

 

- Support If you have added any incorrect data, you can unlock an ECO Report by simply sending a 

request to support@quidos.co.uk 

 

- Peace Of Mind Members are able to view an un-lodged XML for checking over. 

 

- Multi-Functional You will have a single page ‘Property Data Report’ (PDR) that will allow you to 

produce reports for ECO and Domestic RHI without having to lodge an EPC onto the register. Example 

below. 

 

- Flexibility If your funders still require mid-point and end point reports, you are able to with the 

Quidos ECO tool. 
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Getting started 
 
*The charge for using the ECO calculation software tool is *£1.50 exc VAT, per report. 
 
*If you would like to take a look at the software and its functions, then please just give us a call on the 
number below and we will set you up with a login for the software.  
 
We can then apply credits for you accordingly, should you wish to star using it. 

 

If you are a non Quidos member and interested in using our ECO tool, 
then please get in touch with us on 01225 326 895 or email 

greendeal@quidos.co.uk 
 
 
 

 
*Terms and conditions apply. *Subject to availability 
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